
 
Luna moths and swallowtail butterflies disguise their cocoons and chrysalis as dried leaves, blending in 
with the “real” leaves. There are so many animals that live in leaves: spiders, snails, worms, beetles, 
millipedes, mites, and more – that support the chipmunks, turtles, birds, and amphibians that rely on 
these insects for food. 
 
It’s easy to see how important leaves really are to sustaining the natural web of life. 
 
Leaves and Lawn 
According to a 2005 NASA estimate, there are around 40 million acres of lawn in the continental United 
States – making turf grass the single largest “crop” we grow. While this would be too much of a good 
thing for turf grass to handle – research has shown that lawns actually benefit from a thin layer of leaves, 
and the rest can be piled up around ornamental trees, shrubs, and perennials to no ill effect. 
 
If you must keep your lawn clear of leaves – try opting for raking or using a leaf vacuum to capture whole 
leaves, rather than shredding them with a mower and make a leaf pile in a corner of your yard. More on 
that below. 
 
Better still would be to reduce your overall lawn footprint, replacing it instead with wildlife supporting 
plantings that can be future repositories for fall leaves. 
 
To shred or not to shred 
 
Many organic gardeners opt for shredding their fall leaves for use in compost piles. While this is certainly 
a more environmentally friendly practice than bagging leaves and sending them to the landfill – shredded 
leaves will not provide the same cover as leaving them whole, and you may be destroying eggs, 
caterpillars, and chrysalis along with the leaves. Where space allows, consider creating a leaf pile and 
allowing it to break down naturally, or add the leaves gradually to your compost pile over time. Such 
efforts will keep critters safe and allow you to benefit from the rich garden gift that falls from the trees 
above. 
 
Fallen leaves have all the properties and benefits of expensive wood mulch – and they’re free! Where 
mulch is desired as a decorative element, what could be more seasonally appropriate than a pile of 
brightly colored fall leaves? 
 
In the past gardeners may have worried that fall leaves, matted down by snow or rain, would have a 
negative impact on their perennials. Simply put, when we treat leaves like trash – we’re tossing out the 
beautiful moths and butterflies that we’ll surely miss and work so very hard to attract. 
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